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For the q ! qW search, we selected W bosons which decay leptonically into electrons or muons with high lepton transverse momentum (P T > 20 GeV/c) and event missing transverse energy 4] (6 E T > 20 GeV). The electron (muon) was required to have j j < 0:95 (j j < 0:6) and be separated from any nearby jets by a distance R > 0:9 (R > 0:25) in -space. Cuts de ning an electron and muon were the same as previously published 4, 5]. For both lepton varieties, cosmic ray events were reduced by rejecting events with out-of-time energy deposition, and cuts on the presence of a second lepton were included to reject Z boson events. The e ciency of all cuts, including ducial cuts, for electrons (muons) in the measured pseudorapidity interval varied from 32%(34%) at low q mass to 49%(43%) at high mass. The total acceptance for q ! qW for W decays to an electron (muon) varied with mass from 16%(11%) to 34%(21%).
Events with high P T photon candidates or W bosons typically contain a recoiling jet of hadrons. The jet energy was de ned as the total energy inside a cone of radius R = 0:7 corrected for calorimeter response. The quark from the hypothetical q decay was assumed to correspond to the leading jet: the highest transverse energy jet in the event. For the q ! qW search the jet was required to have greater than 15 GeV transverse energy; at lower energies jet measurement is di cult.
For the q ! q search, we improved our mass resolution by avoiding the use of the jet energy and assumed that the jet and photon balanced in P T , as they must for the lowest order process qg ! q ! q . The photon + jet mass is given by M = (2P T =c) cosh where = ( ? JET )=2 and we required P T > 30 GeV/c.
For the q ! qW search, the z-component of the neutrino momentum P z in the decay W ! l was constrained to give a l mass equal to the W boson mass. Events that could not be constrained to the W mass were constrained to the transverse mass of the W in the event (25% of the events). The constraint resulted in two solutions for both P z and the W + jet mass. We picked the smaller mass solution in order to present a conservative mass distribution. The experimental mass resolution for the q ! q (q ! qW) search was roughly 5% (13%) RMS, compared to the predicted half width of the q resonance, ?=2 = 2% 1].
Excited quark decays are isotropic producing an angular distribution that is at in cos , while the t-channel dominated QCD background is strongly peaked at j cos j = 1. Here is the angle between the jet and the proton beam in the center of momentum frame of the collision products. To reduce QCD backgrounds and control the acceptance as a function of mass we required j cos j < 2=3 (j cos j < 0:9) in the q ! q (q ! qW) search. To further reduce background in the q ! qW mode, we required the rapidity boost along the z-axis from the lab to the center of momentum frame to satisfy jY Boost j < 1:5, and required the di erence in azimuthal angle between the neutrino and the jet to satisfy j j j > 0:4 radians.
In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 we present di erential cross sections as a function of mass in bins equal to the mass resolution. In Fig. 1 the photon candidate + leading jet mass spectrum is compared with an estimate of the QCD background, obtained by multiplying a next-to-leading order prediction of prompt photon production 6] by our independent measurement of the ratio of photon candidates to true photons 7] . The data and QCD background prediction are in good agreement, and there is no compelling evidence for an excited quark signal as illustrated in Fig. 1 for a few di erent values of the q mass. In Fig. 2 To set a limit on the cross section for excited quark production as a function of excited quark mass, we assumed that the measured mass spectrum came from the sum of an excited quark signal and a QCD background. The predicted signal at mass M from an excited quark of mass M was calculated from the theory 1, 10] and then smeared with our detector resolution. For the photon channel this was done both analytically and with a Monte Carlo 11] and detector simulation; both methods in-
cluded the e ect of gluon radiation on our mass de nition and gave the same result.
Resolution smeared peaks for a few excited quark masses are shown in Fig. 1 and In table I we list the 95% CL upper limits and the predicted total q cross section. The limits on cross section times branching ratio can be used to set limits on phenomena other than excited quarks provided the width of the predicted signal is signi cantly less than our mass resolution. In Fig. 3 we show the 95% CL upper limit on the total excited quark production cross section vs. excited quark mass for the W channel, the photon channel, and the two channels combined (from multiplying the likelihood distributions). These limits use the predicted branching ratios 1, 2, 10].
Comparing our 95% CL upper limits to the theoretical prediction we exclude excited quarks in the following mass ranges: 80 < M < 460 GeV/c 2 from q ! q , 150 < M < 530 GeV/c 2 from q ! qW, and 80 < M < 540 GeV/c 2 from both channels combined. These exclusions assume the coupling f = f S = f 0 1. Since the mass limit is sensitive to the choice of coupling, in Fig. 4 we show the regions excluded at 95% CL in the coupling vs. mass plane for the combined channel. Fig. 4 shows that the CDF excluded range extends those from previously reported searches at LEP 13] Table I : The 95% CL upper limits on the cross section times branching ratio for q ! q (with j j < 0:9 and j cos j < 2=3) in column 2, for q ! qW in col.
3, the combined limit on the total q production cross section in col. 4, and the predicted 1, 10] value of the total q cross section in col. 5. (squares), the photon channel (circles), and the two channels combined (triangles), is compared to the theoretical prediction (solid curve).
